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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If you have any doubts,
get advice from legal, financial, taxation, or other competent law practitioners. All of the
information provided here is not intended to be complete, and it should never be
construed as a part of different contractual arrangements. It is our firm conviction that the
information provided in this white paper is accurate and that all products, services,
technical architecture, token distribution, and company timelines are accurate and up to
date. Furthermore, all of these materials may have changed without notice, and they can
never be considered a signatory agreement of advice. 
No Advice: 
This white paper does not obligate anyone to sign a contract or make a legally
enforceable commitment to contribute. This white paper also does not constitute any
form or part of any opinion that can be construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or
solicit any offer to purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as a part of any effect
that can be used in the formation of a contract or an investment decision.
Compliance with tax obligations:
Investors are entirely responsible for determining what taxes if any, apply to their
transactions. Moonway is not responsible for determining which taxes apply to
transactions.
Limitation of liability
Moonway shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from investment in the
Moonway Token. Please be fully informed about the dangers and expenses of trading
assets on the financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are one of the
riskiest investing options. There's a chance you'll lose your whole investment.  
Investment risks
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and are not suited for all investors. You
should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before
opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.



Specific application areas are expanding and being researched as the cryptocurrency
ecosystem improves. Digital currency is being employed in a variety of fields and sectors.
The use of digital currency is increasing daily. Moonway Token is intended to empower
crypto and DeFi fans with a secure, inclusive, innovative, and transparent token that will
also inspire and empower the future generations of Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Math (STEM) students. 

Moonway Token allows users to participate in crypto trading activities conveniently and
seamlessly. Moonway Token is a fully integrated, decentralized digital token for
purchasing, trading, donating, and much more. 

The world of crypto has grown in popularity lately. It’s a safe haven against the
fluctuations of fiat currency, and it is more stable than traditional cryptocurrencies. The
issue with crypto coins is that they are usually not backed by anything. The value
depends on speculative factors: better blockchain technology, a more secure system,
and so on. As a result, their price tends to fluctuate wildly. However, Moonway is
designed as a deflationary token to provide similar benefits as traditional currencies but
with fewer volatility risks.
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ABSTRACT
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INTRODUCTION
Moonway Token is a Binance Smart chain-operated DeFi Utility Token that functions as a
deflationary and passive income-providing asset. Our Platform aims to make traditional
financial ideas more swift, decentralized, and mechanized, meanwhile keeping users'
information and data private and confidential. Moonway Token is the new smart, easy-
to-use solution that connects businesses, students, gamers, , and influencers.. 

Moonway Token is a decentralized all-in-one ecosystem built on Binance Smart chain
which is one of the largest, safest, fastest, and most economical Blockchain protocols.
Our team developed this community-driven project, empowered the space and
research-loving community. Moonway Token is revolutionizing space research by
offering a unique marketplace for students. 

The Cryptocurrency universe is a breeding ground for new decentralized and innovative
systems that will bring solutions to some of the most important issues in the world. The
team behind the Moonway wants to lead the way of the ecosystem and help bridge the
power of crypto with the challenges of the decentralized financial system in the world
today. Moonway is based on Binance Smart Chain. Through the Moonway Token,
investors will be able to contribute to the development of a new decentralized trade
route. Moonway is the digital currency of progress across the globe. It generates
reflection rewards by holding the tokens that generate passive income for its holders. 

MoonwayBSC was built with one purpose, to build the best-decentralized ecosystem
available to the world and make an equal impact on humanity at the same time.
Cryptocurrency is the future of the decentralized world with its uncountable benefits. In a
world full of identical ecosystems, Moonway is unique because it rewards long-term
holders with the deflationary token burn as well as provides passive income for the
holders which is a definite win-win scenario for holders as the community continues to
grow.
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VISION
To be the leading community-driven deflationary digital asset on the Binance
Smart Chain. We are committed to growing the community with viral marketing
tools and tips, to leverage growth in order for our community members to thrive. 

Moonway token is a long-term project with a growing community whose purpose
is to improve, simplify, and help its investors understand the various crypto
projects they invest in. We have several platforms under development, including
an NFT campaign, as well as a play-to-earn game in the works, and look forward
to sharing them with our Holders and the rest of the Crypto world.
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MISSION
Our mission at Moonway is to increase access to and awareness of space. We believe
the first step to getting us there is expanding education in STEM. The next Elon Musk
may be somewhere in the small-town USA with limited access to the educational
assistance they need due to poverty or other limitations.

We plan to continue to grow and educate our community with new developments
including our NFT campaign and also a play-to-earn game. Users will be able to earn
benefits from not only holding our token to receive passive income through reflections
but will also have the opportunity to trade in our beautiful Moonway themed NFT
collection and also earn crypto with our play-to-earn game.
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OUR MOTIVE IS AS FOLLOWS

To provide community education and growth through our various social
media channels
Allow for investor passive income opportunities with token holder
reflections
Furnish the opportunity to trade our NFT collection as well as earn
cryptocurrency with a play to earn game
Give investors confidence with our Soken Security Audit to verify the
validity and trust of the Moonway smart contract.



Executing Smart agreements on our foundation will benefit from diminishing exchange
hazards since they are put on and defended by the blockchain. 

Security:
Our Soken Security audit verifies the validity of our smart contracts, so that investors can
have faith and trust that the smart contracts will always function as intended

Exactness:
During the execution interaction, no human mediation is needed, bringing about
expanded business process effectiveness and precision for our financial backers.  

Wellbeing:
Our foundation is completely secure because of the execution of the Binance Smart
Chain contracts as verified by our Soken security audit.
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OUR STANDARDS

EXECUTION OF SMART CONTRACTS
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BINANCE SMART CHAIN
(PANCAKE SWAP)

Pancake Swap is a decentralized Binance Smart Chain exchange where
Moonway Token is currently able to be traded in the Defi space.It provides
a peer-to-peer distributed system built by Binance and the community.

It is a secure, native marketplace that allows users to trade digital assets
that have been issued and published on it. All transactions are recorded
on-chain, providing a comprehensive, fully transparent record of activity,
and matching occurs within the blockchain nodes.
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RUG FREE AND COMMUNITY-
DRIVEN PLATFORM

MOONWAY TOKEN is a community-driven platform, thanks to community-driven
development because users do not need to transmit their assets to the exchange.
Establishing a community-driven platform reduces the possibility of theft through the
exchange. 

We have designed and launched a rug-free token as verified through our Soken security
audit. A rug pull is a hostile maneuver in the cryptocurrency business in which crypto
engineers abandon a project and flee with investors' monies. Rug pulls are frequent in
the decentralized finance sector, especially on decentralized exchanges; our smart
contract is verified to be impervious to such malice.
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LOCKED LIQUIDITY

Liquidity pools are collections of tokens maintained in smart contracts that provide
liquidity in decentralized exchanges, attempting to ease the problems posed by the
inherent uncertainty of such systems. Over one is a favorable liquidity ratio; the more
significant the balance, the better the company's safety margin to fund current liabilities.
No one has to worry about providing Liquidity because our platform offers a specific % of
the total token supply to the Liquidity Pool that is locked and fills up automatically. 

The auto-liquidity function helps us to maintain a high liquidity level provided for trading
as it is continually filled via a tax on every buy and sell creating a solid liquidity pool.
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WHAT DO WE OFFER?

Our admin team is fully dedicated to the growth and future of the Moonway project.
We are endeavoring to meet the expanding and differentiated requests of the
investors. 
Deflationary tokenomics to ensure scarcity and value to the Moonway tokens 
Passive income opportunity to investors due to the reflection tokenomics.
Moonway themed NFT collections to allow investors to capitalize on the booming NFT
trend.
Introduction of a play-to-earn game to allow users to earn cryptocurrency while
playing our space themed game.
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WHY CHOOSE MOONWAY?

Open for global participants
An added benefit of Moonway use is that it’s completely decentralized, so trading can be
done freely across borders. The use of decentralized technology will facilitate a financial
revolution that will leave everyone more financially connected, empowered, and enabled.
Moonway has no border so the tokens can be used no matter where you are located
globally.

Free from corporate and government interference
Moonway transactions have no intermediary institutions or government involvement, the
costs of transacting are kept very low. Additionally, any transfer happens very quickly,
eliminating the inconvenience of typical authorization and waiting period requirements.  

Increased liquidity for investors
Moonway enjoys high liquidity as they are traded. The importance of high liquidity
includes fair asset prices, market stability, technical analysis accuracy, and quicker
transactions.

Binance Blockchain
Moonway is a Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) token that allows it to benefit from the
speed and low gas fees that are inherent to that network. 
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TOKENOMICS

BURNED AT LAUNCH:
400,000,000,000,000 

LIQUIDITY: 525,000,000,000,000

NO RUG-PULL RENOUNCED
OWNERSHIP

LIQUIDITY LOCKED FOREVER CAKE-
LP SENT TO DEAD ADDRESS

TOTAL SUPPLY: 
 1,000,000,000,000,000 

TAX & REFLECTIONS TOKEN DETAILS FUN FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY IN OUR ZERO GRAVITY ARCADE.

TO
KE

N
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A
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Fun for the whole family in our zero gravity arcade.

10% tax is applied to all transactions. Holders are paid
5% in reflections and 5% is sent locked liqudity pool.

https://bscscan.com/tx/0xc8da8c88093cd1ab89055b00d0b08093ed4a687e537e7a33f26726b2a4203160
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xc8da8c88093cd1ab89055b00d0b08093ed4a687e537e7a33f26726b2a4203160
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xc8da8c88093cd1ab89055b00d0b08093ed4a687e537e7a33f26726b2a4203160
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xc8da8c88093cd1ab89055b00d0b08093ed4a687e537e7a33f26726b2a4203160
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xc8da8c88093cd1ab89055b00d0b08093ed4a687e537e7a33f26726b2a4203160
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ROADMAP

STAGE        ONE

STAGE        TWO

STAGE        THREE

Smart Contract
Creation
Locked Liquidity
Stealth Launch
Community Building
Twitter & Telegram
Marketing
500 Wallet Holders
500 Telegram Members

CEX Listings
Beta Testing
MoonWay
Game/Casino/Charity
Launch V1.0
Dual Coin Development
Marketing Campaigns
More to be
announced...

Soken Audit
Community Vote on Game,
Casino, or Charity
1,000 Telegram Members
1,000 Wallet Holders
Influencer Marketing
Partnerships
Apply for CoinMarketCap
and Coingecko
Merchandise Store
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TOKEN CONTRACT DETAILS
FOR 22.12.2021

Contract Name: MoonWay
Deployed address: 0x01cdec00557c39e43ac24898be9878925b8f49d3
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000
Token Tracker: MoonWay
Decimals: 9
Token holders: 2514
Transactions count: 13425
Top 100 holders dominance: 82.94%

                                     Audit Details
Project Name: MoonWay
Language: Solidity
Compiler Version: v0.6.12
Blockchain: BSC

                                    Swap Analysis
✔ Token is sellable (not a honeypot) at this time
✔ Buy fee is <= 10% (10%)
✔ Sell fee is <= 10% (10%).

                                   Contract Analysis 
✔  Verified contract source
✘ No prior similar token contracts
✔ Ownership renounced or source does not contain an owner contract.
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TOKEN CONTRACT DETAILS
FOR 22.12.2021

                                     Holder Analysis
✘ Tokens burned (49.05%)
✔ Owner/creator wallet contains less than 10% of token supply (< 0.01%)
✘ All other holders possess less than 5% of the token supply                                    
                                             Contract Analysis 

✔ Adequate liquidity present (345.48 ETH)
✔ Owner/creator wallet contains less than 5% of liquidity


